Pre-MBA Program
GMAT/GRE Preparation

at the English Language Institute

www.udel.edu/eli/
GMAT/GRE Preparation

- Skills and strategies for the verbal section of the GMAT or GRE
- Support with preparation for the quantitative (math) section
- Extensive practice for the Academic Writing Assessment (essay component of the GMAT/GRE)
- Particular focus on vocabulary development
Information for pre-MBA and CAP-MBA

- All pre-MBA and CAP-MBA students are required to take GMAT/GRE Preparation to help them achieve better scores on these required tests.*
- You must first take Grad VI RW or General VI RW.
- You **cannot** meet your RW English requirements in this course. You must earn grades of B+ in all skills in Grad VI RW.
- **Remember:** you **cannot** start MBA classes at UD until you have satisfied the GMAT requirement, even if you graduate from the ELI.

* If the Lerner College of Business and Economics has already accepted your GMAT score, you do **not** need this course (obviously!).
Information for other students

• All students applying to graduate school are welcome to choose GMAT/GRE Prep. The course will help you prepare for either of these tests.
• Ordinarily, you must take at least one level VI RW class before taking GMAT/GRE Prep (e.g. Gen VI or Grad VI).
For more information

Associate Director for Academic Programs
Karen Asenavage (kasen@udel.edu, room 227, 108 E Main St)

Assistant Professor Nigel Caplan
(nacaplan@udel.edu, x. 7420, room 207A, 108 E Main St)